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SENIORS TO SPONSOR
MONSTER SPORTS NIGHT
Books
to
Students
New
of

Library

Offers Long List

Many new and interesting books
are constantly being added to the

voluminous collection of our college
library. A student browsing among
the new books might be attracted
by Whalers of the Midnight Sun,
by Alan Villiers. It is a story of a
young Australian on a trip to the
Antarctic in a big modern whaler.
Although it is a boy's book, it is a
favorite with older folks. Harry
Martinsson's Cape Farewell, an adventurous tale of South America,
India and China; and New Worlds
to Conquer, by Richard Halliburton,
whose thrilling adventures are recounted weekly in a Boston paper,
are already in demand.

Books on Various Subjects
Those interested in the munitions
investigation will be interested likewise in Guiles Davenport's latest
book, Zaharoff: High Priest of War,
an exposure of the international
arms czar, Sir Basil Zaharoff. Captain Henry Landau, who was in
charge of the British Secret Service
behind the German lines, has written an exciting book about the
Secret Service in All's Fair.
Mary Queen

of

Scotts, by

Eric

Limklater, and White Wampum, by
Francis T. Patterson, which is the
story of Katiri Tekakwitha, the
maid of the Mohawks, who died a
martyr, are only two of the several
new biographies on the shelves.
Among other new books are:
Family Matters, by Louise Piatt
Hauck, and The Lonely Lady of
Dulwich, by Maurice Baring, both
novels; Libera Rediscovered, by
James C. Young; James P. Varburg's Money Muddle, an account of
what has happened since March,
1932, written so the layman can
understand it; a book which Sophomores will enjoy, Studies in Chronology and History, by Reginald L.
Pool; and Nazism: An Assault on
Civilization, an enlightening work
by several outstanding figures including Charles H. Tuttle, Samuel
Inman and Alfred E. Smith.

Dorchester Club
to Hold Smoker
Annual Event to Be Held
at Hotel Kenmore
The B. C. Club of Dorchester will
continue its seasonal activities this
week when in place of its regular
monthly meeting it will conduct its
second annual sports smoker at the
Hotel Kenmore on Friday evening.
An unusual array of speakers and
entertainers has been arranged by
Jeremiah Mahoney, '23, chairman of
the event, and a record crowd is
expected.
The Rev. Louis J. Gallagher, S.J., President of Boston
College, will be
the principal
speaker. Other noted speakers, besides the members of the various
coaching staffs laboring on Chestnut
Hill, will be Morgan T. Ryan,
Registrar of Motor Vehicles, and
Daniel J. Gallagher, prominent Boston attorney.
Fine Program
Mr. William Ohrenberger, present
coach of football and many ether
activities at Boston English High
School and onetime football great
on the Heights, will have charge of
the evening's menu of wit and
At the conclusion of the
humor.
entertainment, refreshments will be
served by a committee headed by

John C. Holbrow, '24.

Radio Club to
Win Licenses
New Series of Lectures
to Explain Vacuum Tube
The members of the radio club
who are striving for an amateur
license have been making rapid
progress

in sending

and receiving

Will Present High Lights of Sports World
Tomorrow; to Feature Pictures of
Holy Cross Game
The Senior class is the sponsor
of a Sports Night which will be
presented at 7:45 P. M. on Thursday, December 13. The Auditorium
of the Library will be the scene and
the men in charge promise an all
star cast. Chairman of the evening
is Charles L. McCarthy, '35, who
has been working in conjunction
with President Frank Liddell to put
on a show which seems to have
everything. The audience will not
be restricted to Boston College men
and the committee has made concessions to students who wish to bring
guests. The admission price will be
$.35 for a single ticket and $.50 per

the Morse code during the past
week. It is estimated that in a
short time at least five will receive
their amateur licenses. The necessary requirements for a license are
a knowledge of the fundamental
theory of radio and the ability to
send and receive at the rate of ten
words a minute.
Effect of Resistance
couple.
Continuing his illustrative lecThe features for the entertaintures on Electricity, Mr. Connolly,
ment include speakers, sketches and
S.J., further explained the sub-topic,
"Resistance," before the radio moving pictures of the Holy Cross
games. The
group, at the weekly meeting held and Fordham football
list
speakers
of
reads
like an All
in the Physics room on Wednesday,
American Board. One of the men
Dec. 6.
mentioned for the head coach's
Mr. Connolly Lectures
Mr. Connolly demonstrated the
effect of resistance on parallel and
series wiring and how series wiring
was a greater resistance. The lecture on Fundamentals of Electricity
concluded with remarks on the
magnet and the current it created
in an induction coil when passed
In the second of a series of Adthrough it.
vent Conferences on Revolutionary
Mr. Connolly, S.J., commences a Communism, on Sunday, December
new series of lectures on the
9th, Rev. Jones I. Corrigan, S.J.,
vacuum tube tomorrow at 3 P. M.
Senior Professor of Ethics at Boston College, declared that the spread
of Atheism and the increase of
ALUMNI WRITE IN Irreligion in America is leading to
increase in crime, disrespect for
WORLD an
the courts, and is preparing the
way for Communism.
Father Corrigan's conference,
In the December issue of the
"The
Goal of Communism," was deCatholic World are two articles by
former editors of the Stylus, Mr. R. livered in the College Library
Felix Doherty, '31, and Mr. Joseph Auditorium,
"Communism's political goal," he
Gerard Brennan, '33. Mr. Doherty's
contribution, "Shadowy Symbols," said, "is the dictatorship of the
is an original interpretation of the Communist Party which has shown
continuity of theme and the sea ruthlessness in action which can
quence of the poems, "Occulta," only be described as fiendish. Comwritten by Joseph Mary Plunkett, munism's economic goal is the abthe Irish poet patriot of the rebel- solute seizure of all private capital
lion of 1916. Mr. Brennan, in his and property
and reducing the
essay discusses the work of "Joris- citizens to wage earners of the
Karl Huysmans," from the view- State, a condition little better than
point of his genius, mysticism and serfdom. The worst sufferers under
the Communist system are the
madness.
The Reverend Editor of the workers themselves who have lost
Catholic World, speaking of Mr. their freedom and are enslaved by
Doherty and his work, says, "After compulsory, forced labor. The culthese many years, Joseph Mary tural goal of Communism is crass
Plunkett?one of that gallant com- materialism. All schools and univerpany of the Irish men of Easter
week of 1916?has found in the
young Catholic enthusiast, Felix

berth at Harvard, Wes Fesler, is
scheduled to appear. Dr. Eddie
O'Brien, one of the East's most
prominent football officials, will say
a few words. The entire coaching
staff of Boston College will be
present and as usual will have some
new stories to liven up the evening.
Pat Hanley, who is raising Boston University to new heights in
pigskin circles; Bill Rogell, who is
resting after his great work in the
World Series for the Detroit Tigers,
and three sport page columnists of
the Boston papers, Neal O'Hara,
Austen Lake, and Bob Coyne, will
all give a top notch touch to the
night.

The sketch which is expected to
arouse the most interest is based on
the new novelty song, "No, No, a
Thousand Times, No." After a
melodramatic skit the entire audience enters into the spirit of
things.

Rev. Jones I. Corrigan, S.J.,

Flays Evils

CATHOLIC

Doherty, an interpreter worthy of

his theme, and we present 'Shadowy
Symbols' as the most successful explanation of the beautiful 'Occulta'
poems that has ever been offered.
Mr. Doherty is but twenty-five, a
graduate of Boston College, 1931;
former editor of its Stylus, and now
president of the Catholic Poetry Society of Boston.
'The torch; be
yours to hold it high!"
Concerning Mr. Brennan, the
same distinguished critic says: "By
curious coincidence, we have also
this month among our new contributors another gifted young Boston
College graduate and former editor
of its Stylus, Joseph Brennan. Mr.
Brennan was valedictorian of his
class of 1933, and won the Gargan
medal and the Harrington prize
(Continued on Page 4, col. 6)

of Communism
sities are taken over by the State

and the whole educational work is
based on scientific materialism.
Academic freedom is unknown.
Communism's moral goal is debased
Paganism; its religious goal militant Atheism."
"Only the development of a strongpatriotic

religious form to
combat wide spread Atheistic teachings and practices will save our

American

and

liberalism

from

Com-

Riley Reads Paper
Causes

the

of Oxford Movement

History Club to
Hear Fr. Harney
St. Peter Canisius Is Subject of Talk
Today, at 3.00 P. M., in SB,
Physics lecture hall, Rev. Martin
P. Harney, S.J., professor of History in the Graduate School, will
present an illustrated lecture to the
Von Pastor History Society and
other interested members of the student body. St. Peter Canisius, S.J.,
"the second Apostle of Germany"
and leader of the counter-attack
against the rising tide of Lutherism
in the XVI century, will be the subject under discussion. Father Harney plans to devote ample time to
an exposition of the life and times
of Luther, against whose doctrines
St. Peter opposed all his energies.
The illustrations are sure to be particularly appropriate, for Father
Harney has been present at all the
scenes depicted in his recent research trip to Europe.
At last week's meeting Arthur
Buckley, '37, delivered a paper on
William I, an outstanding figure in
the Unification of Germany, and in
the developing of a strong army
and fervent spirit of nationalism.
Mr. Buckley showed how the encroachment of Napoleon the Great,
of France, prepared the way for
the policies of Wilhelm I, and how
the policies of Wilhelm I served as
the foundation for the empire of his
successor,

on

No. 12

Bismarck.

FR. GALLAGHER ON
RADIO OVER WAAB

At last Wednesday's meeting of
the Senior-Junior Sodality, Lawrence Riley, '36, presented a paper
on "The Meaning and Remote
Causes of the Oxford Movement."
Through the speaker's skillful presentation of the entire picture behind
the movement, a solid grounding
was laid for the Sodalists' future
talks on the subject.
At the outset Mr. Riley expressed
the original idea behind tractarianism?which was not to bring England back to Rome, but rather to
emphasize the exact doctrines of
the Church of England and to
renew devotional practices and the
sacramental system. He then went
back to the days of the Tudors,
showed how the Church in England
became schismatic under Henry
VIII, Lutheran under Edward VI,
Catholic under Mary I, and Anglican
under Elizabeth. Anglicanism retained much of the ceremonial of
the old faith and did not absolutely
deny many of the high points of
Catholic doctrine, despite Puritan
pressure.
During the Stuart regime that Church was influenced
largely by the school of Ken, Andrews and Land, known as the
Caroline Divines, and quite Catholic in spirit.
The Cromwellian
Commonwealth deprived all Anglican clergymen who refused to subscribe to Puritanism; and after a
feeble resurrection with the Restoration, the Church lost the cream
of its leaders because they refused
to recognize William of Orange,
their lawful head.
All this time the Church was
treated as a department of state,
with the party in power dictators
of its belief. Under the Georges
religious feeling was enveloped in
the fall of latitudinarianism?a
liberal concession to sentiment.
Emptiness of faith contributed to
the rise of Methodism and Evangelism, which antedated the Oxford
Movement by about a hundred

In connection with the State Extension Radio Course, Reverend
Father Rector gave a broadcast on years.
Friday, December 7th, on the subject, "The Place of the Romance
Languages
in Education for Life."
the appearance of communistic
groups even in our high schools In the course of his broadcast, which
shows how far the virus of Com- was given over Station WAAB of
munism has already penetrated. the Yankee Network, Father Rector
Europe is burning at both ends in remarked:
"The great advantages to be de- Two Floor Speakers to Be
Russia and in Spain, while over
here America is already flanked rived from a knowledge of the
Appointed Weekly
with Communism in Mexico and a language of an enemy country in
deep-seated movement in Canada. time of war and the value of a
The Fulton Debating Society has
Our only hope is to dig in at a knowledge of the Romance lanspiritual Marne, to close the line guages in the commercial and indus- adopted a new policy to insure more
before the center is penetrated. The trial world today are too evident to lively open forum speaking at
religious front in America alone need further comment. The man future meetings. The plan calls for
will save our free traditions and our who must speak through an interthe appointment of two floor leaders
preter is handicapped from the who will be prepared to speak inliberal ideals."
start. The whole of Central and telligently for each side of the quesSouth America are open to the tion. The moderator, Mr. Leo J.
American who speaks Spanish. He O'Keefe, S.J., was the proponent of
will be doubly efficient in any large this change of procedure.
American city if he knows Italian,
At the last meeting the subject
and he will find himself at home al- for debate was a topic of curmost anywhere in the world if he rent interest in diplomatic circles
knows French, though he will be throughout the world. "Resolved,
only half efficient in Canada if he that all nations should agree to predoesn't.
vent the international traffic in
The Rev. John M. Coughlan, S.J., since 1927 a chaplain at Boston
"I believe the study of foreign munitions."
The negative, upheld
College, died at St. Mary's Hall, yesterday, of a heart attack. One of
the oldest Jesuits in New England, he was born in Winthrop, Jan. 14, languages should begin in first year by James Farley, '35, and Henry
1859, and after preliminary study entered Montreal College, from which high school, with direction at least Sheehan, '35, was voted the winner,
he entered the Society of Jesus at Frederick, Md., on July 29, 1882. for the children of immigrants to 14-11. The victors argued that to
During a long and fruitful career he served at many Jesuit colleges in study the language of their parents; control the transportation and sale
that the language being taught of munitions would be the denial of
the east, and at St. Mary's Church in the North End.
should
be spoken in the classroom the inherent right of self defense.
Although invalided for several years past, Father Coughlan was a
language only; that the
and
that
In behalf of the affirmative,
familiar figure in his daily walks about the campus, and his amiable and language begun
in first year should James Lydon, '35, and Clement
humble disposition endeared him to all?the faculty, students and
be continued through the four years O'Brien, '35, were heard. Although
parishioners.
of high school and through the first the assembled members declared
A requiem Mass with the Office for the Dead will be celebrated at two years of college, after which
it them defeated, Lydon and O'Brien
St. Mary's Chapel, tomorrow, Thursday morning, at 9 o'clock, after could be offered as an elective or
were very convincing in their plea
which interment will take place at Holy Cross cemetery in Worcester.
taken up in special academy work. that the nations agree to interna(Continued on Page 3, Col. 3)
tional arms control.

tyranny and despotism,"
Father Corrigan said. "The Atheistic teachings in our colleges and
schools are doing immense harm to
the minds of our young people while
munistic

REV. JOHN M. COUGHLAN, S.J.,
BOSTON COLLEGE PRIEST, DIES

Fulton Changes
Forensic Policy
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William H. G. Giblin, '35, Business Manager
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By EDDIE O'BRIEN

COLUMBIA

.

revisions made on his social time
table now that professorial dignity
is his . .
Bill Giblin and George
Goodwin at the Choate prom last
Friday nite, and having much fun,
though it was a befuddling and
Tom
boisterous evening in spots .
Grimes has deserted the hockey
rink and is going out for pre-med.

(.'.
('.

Callahan.

Casey, '.'is

'::s

John .1. Kins, '36
Richard M. Kelly, '37

News and Features Staff
Edward R.

Callahan, '35

Harold M. Groden. '35
Daniel G. Holland. '3.">
John B. Kennedv, "Mi
James M. Peters'. '3fi
Walter L. Banks,'3o
Robert Chamberlain. '30
Joseph A. Clarke, '30
William J. Collins,'3o
Robert V. Condon. '36
Louis J". Delahovde. '30
Joseph L. FitzGerald, '36
T. Guy Gardner, '30
James H. Mclnerney,'3o
Louis F. V. Mercier, '36

John F. Papet, '30
Paul V. Power,'3o
Edward R. Aliearn. '37
William R. Anderson, '37
James V. L. Bonner. '37
Charles ('. Bullet-. '37
Leo J. Coveney. 37
William J. Coyne. '37
John F. Donelau. '37
Walter A. Hamilton. '37
Hugh F. Mahoney. '37
Joseph R. McCurdv. '37
C. Hilaire Ouimot,'37
Thomas A. Saint. '37

*

Here is a typical football boxoffice tale. About twenty minutes
before the Fordham-St. Mary's
game was to begin, a woman walked
up to the ticket booth and asked
for two tickets.
The ducat-purveyor told the lady that the only
?T?
seats left were behind the goal
posts.
Then came the following inchappies
The
in 4B were about to
"Where are the
launch a drive to obtain funds with nocent inquiry.
which to purchase a mattress for goal posts?"
Jack Riley, but decided at the last
Stanford University's football
moment that he could do just as
well without one . . another grip- stadium could seat the entire popuping spectacle in the same bird lation of Nevada.
.

*

*

A professor at New River State
College gave the following opinion
as to why so many people attend

football games: "One half," he said,
"go to see the game, while the other
go to see the band.
The boys go
Ohio University officials have to see the girls and the girls go to
leased a hotel which is being used as see what the other girls are weara cooperative rooming house for ing."
sixty-five men students.
The University of Southern CaliFour University of California fornia has winter football practice
men were quarantined with a bevy to prepare for spring practice for
of nineteen co-eds in a sorority next fall's season.
house when the health officials discovered that one of the girls had
scarlet fever. Despite the loud proIf anybody has read this far, and
tests of the faculty, the officials is still interested enough to go on,
remained adamant and ruled that he may join the Intercollegiate
the boys had to stay.
The lucky Chess Association by writing to
fraternity brothers were busily en- P. O. Box 1014, Meridan, Miss. If
gaged for the next few weeks actthere are any students who wish to
ing as bus boys and waiters at the form a chess club or chess team and
house. It is further reported that wish to arrange for intercollegiate
they were all booked for at least matches, they may do so by writing
three dates.
to the above address.
*

»

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

«

*
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Thomas A. Sullivan, '37
William 11. Sullivan. '37
Charles J. Boodro, '38
Martin F. Carey, 'Ms
Henry L. Dillon. '3S
Edward F. Hines, '38
Philip J. Marco,'3S
Joseph W. McCarthy,'3B
George W. Maibae.k, '3s
James V. McMullen. '3S
Laurence S. Mtillin, '38
Walter G. O'Brien, '38
Robert I). Power. '38
Richard Stanton. '38
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Business Staff
Paul J. McManus, '37
1. Joseph Vans, '31

Richard F. Dillon. '37
Edward J. Power. '37

Chinese.
*

enrollment is reported this term,
the largest in the history of the
school. Among the departments of
the university is a School of Negro
History, inaugurated last year.
*

and things: Joe
UNIVERSITY reMcKenney whispers that he's
porters, questioning people on
far busier now than during the fall the street, discovered that five out
months, with speeches, smokers, of six people think that college stumeetings, etc.
.
but there'll be dents are loafers. The sixth spoke

.

William IlayM'ard. '.'ld
Robert
diaries A. larroliino, '37 .lames
Rooney.
Paul
'37

By Bill Collins
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Georso Goodwill. '30
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is Bill Kean dropping
drops from a dropper into his upAt the University of Alabama a
head girl has enrolled in a boxing course.
turned nasal appendage . .
*
*
*
tossed back, eyes gazing at the ceiling with all the grim resolution of a
The Federal Government is sendbutcher about to dress a haddock, he ing approximately 70,000 students
would brandish his loaded weapon, through colleges and universities
poise it for the briefest moment, throughout the United States this
and then give the rubber bulb a year at a cost of more than §1,000,-

sanctuary

*

A Isn't Xmas shopping
I enough to faze a man?

.

bitter squeeze, and Lo! the olefac- 000.
tory organs would be oiled for
No. 12 another twenty minutes.
A

WILLIAM CARDINAL O'CONNELL

*

*

*

\\

*

has been started at the
?T?
University of Georgia to obtain
The announcement of a Boston free transportation service for coCollege-Michigan State game for eds following an edict by authorities
next fall received with open arms which prohibits them from hitchand ears
an excellent move, but hiking after 6 P. M.
well nigh a necessity if looked at
\u25a0\u25a0¥
with the cold and calculating eye
Ed Wynn contributes this bon
. .
the pro game is in Boston to mot. Says he, "Sing Sing's football
stay, and although we have our team is seeking a game with Army
own established clientele, an imposnext year. They want to prove that
ing schedule is necessary to fight it the pen is mightier than the sword."
. . probably "fight" isn't a particularly judicious choice of word, but
Xavier University, in Louisiana,
don't try to gainsay the fact that is the only Negro Catholic Univerpro football was tried and not found sity
in the United States. A record
move

:

v

specially a
COLLEGE

tP\L

f/

I

man with
*&
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exams in
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THROUGH

the nebulous gloom His Eminence has proven his valor,
of American affairs, especially not only as a great churchman, but
those of the intellectual and spiritual also as a great American.
order, the sight of an occasional The public acclaim, in the press and
light, shining more brightly than elsewhere, awarded His Eminence on
the rest, brings comfort and wel- the occasion of his jubilee and birthcome reassurance.
The present day has particular significance. It is
state of American thought, and, we recognition, not only of a great
might say, the predominant na- man, but of the ideals and spiritual
tional philosophical attitude offer values for which he stands. Today,
little assurance to those Americans ideals and spiritual values are all
who embrace the traditions of too deeply submerged beneath a surChristianity and American democ- face of superficiality and materialracy. But occasionally, the glory istic veneer.
An occasion then,
of one pre-eminent figure is made which openly champions them, is
manifest, to our great encourage- one of welcome encouragement.
ment and inspiration.
And to us of Boston College, the
The ceremonies which were re- occasion is one of especial imporcently held at the Catholic Univer- tance. For His Eminence is the
sity in Washington, were a national most distinguished graduate of Bosrecognition of the achievements of ton College. The inspiration, the
William Cardinal O'Connell, in ob- encouragement, and the pride, all
servance of his glorious golden are ours. His career is a glorious
jubilee.
The most prominent of- record, to which we accord our
ficials of the Church in America, humble yet prideful acclaim. L. M.

.

.

*

?T?
Don't forget that hockey opens
Friday nite at the Arena, with
Northeastern snapping the lozenge
hockey
at Mr. Timothy Ready . .
is a recognized sport again, and
with the customary support will
gain prestige . . already Princeton,
Army and Dartmouth are booked,
among others, and if the college is
with it, this is but a beginning.
.

.

lettean era, of course, and even
students frequently display a fuzzy
growth on the side of their faces
which they hope will some day
acquire the dignity and the maturity of adult side boards. But we
know only four real, honest-to-goodness beards?real chin whiskers?
and these are the property of
Charles Evans Hughes, Chief Justice

of

the

Supreme

Court,

the

Smith Brothers of cough drop fame,
and the Hon. George Holden Tinkham, perennial Congressman from
the 10th Massachusetts Congressional District. It is of Mr. Tinkham that we now speak.
We would like to suggest that
the overwhelmingly Democratic
House of Representatives elect Mr.
Tinkham, beard and all, to the now
vacant Speaker's chair. The reason
for this suggestion is simple. For
George Holden Tinkham is the only
life long Republican and outspoken
opponent of President Roosevelt's
administration who can possibly be
elected a Democratic speaker. And

besides, he has a beard.

ij

Christmastide one-act-play
entitled, "Just a Little Gift for Sister."
wonted

|

?T?
New society being formed by the

lunchroomers and rotundaites, called
the Gutabutt Lodge . . now scouring the haunts for somebody to occupy the presidential chair . . .
wonder how many times each of us
has paid for his hat after checking
it . .
the cute trick of the girlies
who guard the lids is so subtle, i. e.
that of exposing nothing but quarters and halves while the smaller
feed is gobbled up with perplexing
rapidity .
but the cruel truth of
it all is that the girlies get very
little of the gravy . . . the palm to
Joe O'Brien, the battling Irisher.
who pushed up from second string
. chosen
tackle to first string end
by his mates yesterday to lead the

,,,,,,,,,
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'
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FILENES CLOTHES-INSTITUTESERVICE-BUREAU TO YOUR RESCUE!

I

We'll do all or little for you?as you wish! Like
Miss Wessman or an
to shop but need help?
with
and
you
point out the best
go
will
assistant
bets in this big Filene universe of Xmas gifts. OR
if you hate to shop?give us your gift list, tell
us how much to spend and leave the rest to us?
we'll have gifts selected and ready for approval in
short notice?even wrap them festively and mail
wherever you say. (To save time, phone for appointment, Hancock 3800) or drop in personally?we're
on the fourth floor of The Franklin Hawley Building.
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This is the time of year when the
boys will be spied hovering around
the perfume and cosmetic counters
with that fishy look in the eye . .
in fact I've beheld one such case
already, but misery not only loves
but needs company, so I'll just bide
my time . . . (no, I just happened
It seems that the Democrats of to be passing through) . . . and
the 10th District nominated the Re- when a couple of them meet midst
publican Mr. Tinkham by means of much stammering and clearing of
stickers over the regular Demo- throats, let's hope they show their
cratic candidate. These Democrats virility by not putting on that 1535 Eagles!
couldn't have performed such an
unheard of act because they approve
of Mr. Tinkham's political tenets,
for they have proven themselves at
IN INTEGRAL CALCULUS WE
other times to be stout New Dealers.
v CAIv 5f Y THAT A FUNCTION 15
And Mr. Tinkham is the most candid individualist in the land. It must
have been caused by the beard.
This astonishing nomination could
not have been caused by any astute
campaigning by the Back Bay
Congressman, either, for in September Mr. Tinkham was in Russia and
completely unaware of his Democratic leanings. The people simply
want a beard and they saw to it
that they had one.
If the Democrats desire to continue in power, let them secure a
few bewhiskered solons. Soon, we
fear, this demand for beards will
sweep the country and the most
liberal Democrats will refuse to
IN DIFFERENTIATING BETWEEN
vote for clean shaven New Dealers.
PIPE TOBACCOS,THE INTEGRAL OF
Social justice or no social justice,
15 "PA'.5 SPECIAL PROCESS
the hand writing on the wall is
clear.
Democratic Boston warns
GET TO KNOW
the world. The message is lucid.
\
MELLOW
"Discard your razors, ye followers
of Roosevelt, or prepare to die."
r
\l,}\ %
P. V. P., '36.

A SUGGESTION TO CONGRESS
are in this great nation
about four men left of national
importance who still delight in
ornamenting their classic features
with full blown beards. Countless
moustaches still flourish in this Gil-

*

and a
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The sympathy of the faculty and student-body is extended
to Nicholas Fiumara, '34, upon the death of his sister.
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will spell this pair.
net minding duties will be

the Maroon and Gold skaters on to pressively last winter, is ready to
the ice against Northeastern's vet- resume his perch in the draperies.
eran six in the opening match of They don't come much better than
the season next Friday evening at peppery Tim, one of the Eagle's
the Boston Arena.
biggest assets.
Coach Nelson Raymond of the
With the benefit of early season
intowners
has a crew almost enpractice sessions, Coach John
of
veteran
tirely
composition. Last
"Snooks" Kelly has molded a veteran nucleus from last year's in- season, it will be remembered,
formal sextet and a promising Northeastern and Boston engaged
group of incoming sophomores into in two bitterly-fought contests, one
going to a 5-5 draw and the other
an aggregation of surprising efficiency; one which bids fair to being won by the Huskies, 4-3.
approach those tap-flight teams of Friday's meeting will be even more
Boston College's halcyon ice days, hotly contested, with the Maroon
and Gold due to show a vast imback in the post-war years.
provement.
Sporting a smooth-functioning atVeteran Players
Facing Coach Kelly's first line
will be Capt. Ken Cahoon and
Charles Letourneau, wings, and
Charles Kussmaul, center, all of
whom opposed the Eagles last season.
John Bialek, the best of the
freshmen players a year ago, has
been brought up to the second line
where he will combine with Dan
Callahan and Al Farineau.
At defense, Ralph Raymond, a
brother of the coach and a converted forward, will have Charles

ace.
Moore and Liddell teamed up
well together last year, and with Bergamini as a partner. Both were
Sharkey, form a likely enough front members of the team a year ago.
line. The keynote of this combine's Andrew Abbott and Bill Dingwell,
power is a well developed passing veteran goalies, will share the nets.
attack which packs plenty of deA large student following from

the Heights is expected to accompany the team as enthusiasm for the
popular winter sport has been high
here since its recent reinstatement.

1

*

gians.
Slowly, due to waning interest,
hockey lost prestige until it reached
the low point which is well known
to all. But interest has revived;
once again a veteran sextet will
represent the Eagles, and with a
hard schedule which is still in the
making, the intercollegiate hockey
world will soon behold B. C. seeking
the place that once was theirs.
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Evening Clothes
for fftaf affair
Whether you prefer a single or double breasted
Tuxedo or you want to be impeccably clad in a perfectly proportioned Full Dress suit, you will find ex-

I

actly what you want in the comprehensive showing
of Howard Clothes for evening wear.

These garments are carefully designed and tailored to

give you elegance and ease
Fine unfinished worsteds trimmed with either lustrous Skinner's satin or dull but rich groswith
grain lapels. Right now
Thanksgiving and many other
festive occasions calling for prois a good time to
per attire
get your Howard Tuxedo or Full
...

..

.

Howard Tuxedo
F" 11 Dress and
Dress Overcoats
all one Price
A*
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championship of the United States.
During this year B. C. reached the
pinnacle of hockey fame, and it was
inevitable that a descent would follow. In 1924, although McGill of
the Canadian representatives was
overcome and also all the American
Colleges, the University of Toronto
and University of New Brunswick
and several powerful club teams
triumphed over the Boston Colle-

::;
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ton College to prove its right to the
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design and professional in appearIt employs the popular tritet system to excite a push-pull
amplifier. By means of the tri-tet
(triode-tetrode) circuit, the transmitter may be tuned to practically
all of the amateur bands with the
same crystal. At the present time,
the transmitter is being tested on
the 40 and 20 meter bands.
Although at present the transmitter is a continuous wave generator, plans are being made to
install a modulator unit, thus perThe
mitting phone transmission.
addition of the new transmitter to
the other equipment of the club enables the station at Boston College
to take its place among the best

ance.

Nichols Club were overcome and the
Eagles ice team returned as conquering heroes.
Two formidable
sextets, the B. A. A., and the New
Haven Hockey Club, which represented the cream of former university players, now challenged Bos-

::

,

Last week the new transmitter,
which has been under construction
since September, was completed and
installed in the Radio Room. The
transmitter is strictly modern in

Undergraduates will be charged the
nominal fee of 25 cents and it is
earnestly hoped that the first step
in placing hockey back on a paying
basis both in victories and dollars
will be accomplished Friday night.
The respective bands of the two
colleges will be on deck at this opening of the Greater Boston intercollegiate season.

this season's crop includes several
worthy understudies for the regular
wingmen. Ed Furbush, Joe O'Dowd,
Tom McDermott and Charles Sampson will perform in substitute roles.
Two sophomores, Joe Walsh and
Jack Burgess, appear to have won

, v,

NEW TRANSMITTER
FOR RADIO ROOM

::

ception.
Ray Funchion, captain of last
year's sextet, with Pete Murphy and
Hank Groden, comprise the second
line of almost equal strength. Lack
of capable reserve forwards proved
a serious handicap last winter but

cated population would have a
speaking knowledge of the Romance
and of other modern languages that
would answer every practical need
of American life."

taken into camp twice and Queen's
College, which had beaten every
team in the Dominion, fell before
the onslaught of the Eagle skaters.
Due to the inferior calibre of the
college teams in New England, competition was sought in New York
State. The Kay-dets were outclassed at West Point by a score of
9-1, Hamilton, the Victoria Club and

::

tack and a strong defense, the
Heightsmen are prepared to observe
the return of hockey to the major
sports list with a victory over the
Huskies. To form the spearhead of
the team's offensive, Coach Kelly
has a trio of fast skating pucksters
who need doff their hats to none.
Fred Moore, center on the grid
team, holds the pivot berth on the
first line, flanked by Capt. Liddell
and Tom Sharkey, the sophomore

written permanently into the records of Boston College football yesterday afternoon. Another captain of a Maroon
and Gold gridiron machine was
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
chosen. Another man was deemed
Thus, with six or, if need be, with worthy of the honor of leading the
eight years of study carried on the Eagles onto the striped rectangle.
language being studied, in a short Next fall Joseph
Francis O'Brien
time a large percentage of our edu- of Hyde Park will captain the Bosname was

::

The

well taken care of for Tim Ready,
who handled that assignment so im-

The football season is over, the
victories and defeats have become
history, and the gridiron battles of
next fall can be looked forward to
with hope. Boston College may now
turn its attention to hockey, which
has recently been restored to its
proper place as a major sport of the
college. It certainly is a wise move
on the part of the A. A. to back an
ton College Eagles when they swing activity which held a prominent
into action again under Joe Mc- part on the Eagle's winter program.
Last year, with the partial assistKenney.
Joe battled his way up from a ance of the college authorities, the
second string position which he oc- ice game attained some success and
seaoson,with a veteran sextent,
cupied last year. He was a tackle this
the
Eagles
should become the power
in the 1933 campaign, and as a
sophomore plugged his way to a in intercollegiate circles which once
starting position in the Fordham. it was.
Back in 1919, when "Cav" began
After that his lack of collegiate exto
turn out great football teams,
perience forced him to give way to
more experienced men, but this year hockey was first recognized as a
he was out again, ready to try major sport at B. C.
Indifferent
again for a starting post. To Joe's success marked the first two teams,
credit let it be said that he was but in the winter of 21-22 The
changed from tackle to perform the Heights pucksters were recognized
intricate duties of an end, his first as outstanding in the East, being
attempt at the position. So fast did defeated only by club teams. Durhe improve at his new berth, in- ing that year Tech, West Point
stead of at tackle where he was and Yale were defeated, and as the
chosen for All-Scholastic honors entire team was to return, the next
while at Hyde Park High School, campaign was looked forward to
that before the halfway mark in the with tremendous interest.
Under the coaching of Fred
recently
closed campaign jwas
reached, Joe was firmly holding a Rocque, even in practice sessions,
the boys looked like world beaters.
starting berth at right end.
The forward line was composed of
Leo Hughes, captain of the '22
equipped amateur stations in the team, and Frank Culhane, with
country.
Many interesting hours Sonny Foley at the center post.
and record contacts are anticipated Len Morrisey and Capt. Ed Garrity
with the new transmitter, and an played defense, while minding the
added incentive toward obtaining net was Jack Fitzgerald, one of the
operator's licenses is offered to the best goal tenders in the college
members of the Radio Club.
ranks.
These men comprised a
Another

Fr. Rector Addresses
Radio Over WAAB

team that was to win sixteen games
from the leading clubs and colleges
of both the United States and Canada, and in so doing to leave their
names imprinted in the athletic history of B. C.
Before the Christmas holidays,
the Boston Hockey Club, Tech and
McGill University, who had been
the champs of Canada, were defeated. During January B. U. was

:

The Eagle will strut once again
as a major hockey bird, after a
lapse of nearly a decade, when
Capt. Frank "Kiddo" Liddell leads

Past Pucksters Had
Great Success
To Captain 1935 Gridsters

\u25a0

Meet

Joseph F. O'Brien Chosen

'

Varsity Sextet to
Northeastern

the defense posts. Both boys have
their worth and loom as
strong and sturdy as Gibraltar.
Walsh captained the Kents Hill outfit two years ago and previously
starred at B. C. High. Last year
he was one of the bulwarks of the
Burgess is a
freshman team.
former
all-scholastic at Rindge
Tech. Randy Wise and Joe Conlon
proven

\u25a0

Hockey Again
Major Sport
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Rev. L. Feeney
Publishes New
Set of Poems
New Book Titled "Gospel
Rhymes"
the
concerning
pending publication of a new
book of children's verse, "Gospel
Rhymes," has been made by Father
Leonard Feeney, S.J., who himself
contributed several poems to the
work in collaboration with a numThe book
ber of other writers.
consists of many short poems originating from various Scriptural quotations and written in words and
meter attractive to juvenile minds.
Included among Father Feeney's
verses are "The Man Blind From
Announcement

Birth" and "The Storm."
The book is expected to make its
appearance in time for the Christmas season.

DECEMBER STYLUS
PUBLISHED SOON

Academy Plans
Fr. Connolly Speaks Diocesan Oratorical Contest
to "Lord Jeffs"
In College Assembly Hall Winter Program
During the present week, at AmThe Third
Annual Oratorical
herst College, the Reverend Father
Connolly, professor of Contest sponsored by the Diocesan
Terence
English at the Graduate School, as Oratorical and Debating League
guest of the Newman Club of that will be held in the Assembly Hall,
college, is giving a series of lec- Boston College, University Heights,
tures on the life and works of Sunday, December 16, at 3 p. m.
Francis Thompson, and readings on Representatives from these nine
Catholic High Schools: Cathedral,
his most significant poems.
Boston; Mission High, Roxbury; St.
Columbkille's High, Brighton; Keith
Academy, Lowell; St. John's High,
Danvers; Our Lady High, Newton;
St. Mary's High, Waltham; St.
Clement's High, Somerville; St.
Mary's High, Brookline, will deliver
Professor Fay, S.J., to orations on specific topics related to
the general subject, "The Catholic
Offer Imposing Array
Influence in American History." The
winner will be awarded the Cardinal
As an adjunct to the regular O'Connell Gold Medal for "Excelsenior Sociology lectures, Rev. lence in Oratory" and will repreThomas A. Fay, S.J., has ansent the Boston Diocese in the New
nounced that following the Christ- England Diocesan Oratorical Conmas recess, various outside speakers test. Rev. Richard J. Quinlan, Diocwill be presented to the class esan Supervisor of Schools, will
who will discuss the problems preside. The Assumpta Ensemble
with which they come in contact. will play. Rev. Francis X. Quinn,
The lecturers will be: Mr. Frank

Senior Sociologists
Will Hear Experts

Welfare;

Miss

Mr.

Francis

On Monday evening, Dec. 10th,
the Cambridge Council Knights of
Columbus held a "B.C. Night" in
Elks Hall, Central Sq., Cambridge.
It took the form of a smoker and
reception to Boston College men,
many of whom are members of the
Cambridge Council. About 200 were
in attendance and were addressed
by Very Rev. Louis J. Gallagher,
S.J., Mr. Charles M. Herlihy, President of the Fitchburg State Teachers College, "Joe" McKenney, Jack
Ryder, State Deputy Joseph H.
Martin of the Knights of Columbus,
and Rev. Jones I. Corrigan, S.J.

Winnefred Kenneran,

State
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Special Discount to B. C. Men
STYLE

RALPH
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SERVICE

?

SANITATION

BIKNS

e.f.p.

BURNS

The

Garden Restaurant
and

Cafeteria
"Like Eating at Home"
Beer on draught
Open from 6 A. M. to It Midnight

1916-18 Beacon Street
At Cleveland Circle

AT

T3O

M

AND

H3O
"

EVERY
NIGHT

The biggest and best Floor
Show in Boston goes on at

THE CASCADES
Fifteenth Floor, Hotel Bradford
NO COVER CHARGE

Duke

university

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N. C.
eleven weeks are given each
These may be taken consecutively
(graduation in three years) or three terms
may be taken each year (graduation in
four years). The entrance requirements
are intelligence, character and at least two
years of college work, including the subjects specified for Grade A Medical Schools.
Catalogues and application forms may be
terms of

year.

obtained from the Dean.

Papal Encyclical Subject of
Ethics Lecture Series
In the recent meeting of the
Ethics Academy members formulated plans for an intensive study
of Pius Xl's encyclical on labor,
"Quadragesimo Anno." This pastoral
document is to be the subject of
lectures by members of the academy at the subsequent meetings folthe
Christmas vacation.
lowing
These lectures will be followed by a
group discussion of the matter presented and should prove most interesting to all.
Mr. Quaine, S.J., the moderator,
continued his series of lectures on
Communism and dwelt upon the
origin of this world-wide menace.

MINSTREL SHOW
SEEKS TALENT
The minstrel show and musical
to be featured during
Junior Week is fast taking form
under the efforts of Jim Keating
and Bill Jeselonis. In all, forty
men are devoting two nights of
their time and talent each week
with the goal of making this show
one of Junior Week's hits. The
cast, producers, even the play itself,
is collegiate in form. Any fellow
possessing singing or dancing ability should try out. Those interested may learn from Jim Keating
definite dates of the auditions.
comedy

Alumni Write in

Catholic World

(Continued from Page 1, col. 2)
during his college years. He is now
doing postgraduate work at Harvard University, and has traveled
extensively in Europe and Central
ciples and doctrines.
America. 'Joris-Karl Huysmans' in
The meeting closed with poetic Mr. Brennan (like Joseph Plunkett
readings by Mr. Donald Shannon, in Mr. Doherty?widely diverse subwho spoke of the principal objec- jects as they are) has also found
tions raised against the subject.
an interpreter worthy of his art."

He also told of the leaders of Communism, its advancement and its
spread to America under a different
name; and lastly, its inherent prin-

THE BOSTON COLLEGE CAFETERIA
Under management of

ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

INC

125 SUMMER ST., BOSTON

ysait a minute?
here's what she smokes

Mercier.

Four

CAMBRIDGE COUNCIL
HOLDS B. C. NIGHT

Bardwell,

Sup't of Old Age Pensions;

Sup't of Child Welfare; Miss Helen
Foss, Sup't Mothers' Aid, City of
The December issue of the Stylus Boston; Mr. John Meade, Dep't
is scheduled to appear tomorrow. Labor and Industries; Miss May
Three articles and two short stories Brinn, Sup't Probation Department;
comprise the literary fare this Miss Alice O'Connor, Ex. Sec.
month. Grover Cronin, Jr., editor, Board of Americanization and Imsays, "I am pleased with the forthmigration; Miss Mary Guyton, Sup't
coming issue."
Immigrant Education; Miss GerThe leading article, by Paul trude Herlihy, Ex. Sec. City PlanMoynahan, deals with the art of ning Board; Miss Mary Barr;
present and past centuries in the Commission of Immigration and
light of the aesthetic principles Adult
Mrs.
Education;
James
which the Church has championed Gookin, Overseer of the Poor.
through the centuries.
Another
article, "Saki: A Neglected Artist,"
by Joseph W. McCarthy, is an exhaustive analytical treatise of the
work of the little known English
writer, H. H. Munro. "Portrait of
a Politician," by Paul Power, depicts present-day politics, the evils
thereof, and suggests remedies
therefor. The short stories are by
Grover Cronin, Jr., and Louis F. V.

"

Editor of the Pilot, Hon. John E.
Swift, Judge of the Superior Court,
and Frederic J. Murphy, Principal,
Theodore Lyman School, have consented to act as judges.

Goodhue, State Director of Public

McCarthy and Moynahan State
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Fine Foods

Reasonable Prices

